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The plan

− Why financial frictions emerge?

− The different sources of funding
− Cash-flow and working cap

− Debt

− The special role of equity

− Is investment special: customer base and labor
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Question

− Are firms credit constrained in their investment?

− Important question:
− Foundation for macro-finance models

− Public policies – financial development

− Misallocation of capital – role for taxation (e.g. Benabou, 1996, 

Piketty, 97, Aghion et al. 99)



Definition 

− Demand > supply of credit but banks do not increase
interest rates

− ≠ neoclassical theory of investment
− Hayashi 82

− Abel & Eberly, 94
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Why no increase in IR?

Baseline model: Stiglitz and Weiss (81)
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− Information asymmetry

− Ex ante: types market for lemons 

− Ex post: effort moral hazard 



Why no increase in IR?

Baseline model: Stiglitz and Weiss (81)
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Expected 
return

IR



How to limit the issue

− ``Skin in the game’’
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• In the (good ?) old days, literally skin 
in the game

``Go with me to a notary, seal me there 
Your single bond; and, in a merry sport, 
If you repay me not on such a day,
In such a place, such sum or sums as are 
Express'd in the condition, let the forfeit. 
Be nominated for an equal pound
Of your fair flesh, to be cut off and taken. 
In what part of your body pleaseth me.’’



Credit rationing

− Two conclusions: Stiglitz and
Weiss (1981)

− Rationing 

− Loan = f(CF, Collateral)
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Investment subsidy on cost of capital (thank you Daniel Paravisini!)
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Frictionless capital market
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Investment subsidy on cost of capital (thank you Daniel Paravisini!)
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Financing frictions

More wealth = better incentives 
(skin in the game) + ↑ risk taking if 
decreasing RRA

Ki’
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Investment subsidy on cost of capital (thank you Daniel Paravisini!)

Financing frictions
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How to reject the neo-classical null? 

− First idea in the literature:
− Only NPV (i.e. marginal q) should explain capex

− High cash flows should not predict more investment,
controlling for Q



I/cash-flow sensitivity

− Let’s run this:



Fazzari et al. (1988)
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− Buckets of ex ante likelihood of constrained

− Compare I / CF sensitivity for different groups
−  Identifying hypothesis?
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Why it is still wrong? 



Why is this wrong? Even more

− Kaplan and Zingales (1997) I/cash flow sensitivity not
related to actual credit constraints

− Sample: 49 low-dividend paying firms from Fazzari et al.
(1988)

− Use both hard and soft information to classify firms
according to real (?) credit constraints



Defining credit constraints

− Data source: letters to shareholders, management discussions of
operations and liquidity, financial statements with notes (10-K
filings)

− Non-financially constrained:
− firm initiated or increased cash dividends, repurchased stock

− explicitly indicated in annual report that it had more liquidity than 

needed for investment in the foreseeable future

− Financially constrained:
− mention having difficulties in obtaining financing -- postponing an 

equity or convertible debt offering due to adverse market conditions.



First, show that the sample is comparable to original Fazzari et  
al. (1988) paper



Then show that I/cash flow sensitivity does not increase with 
financial constraints

Opposite to results found in Fazzari et al. (1988). 



Insights from Kaplan and Zingales (1997)

− Payout policy = not a good proxy for financial constraints

− The median NFC firm could have paid out large
dividends (58% of investment) without permission from
current lenders



Kaplan and Zingales (KZ) index

− Typical use: quintiles, double lagged

− Measure of likelihood of financing friction. Good
idea?



Hadlock and Pierce (2010)

− Same, random sample of firms:1995-2004, 407 firms

− “Our findings cast serious doubt on the validity of the KZ
index as a measure of financial constraints, while offering
mixed evidence on the validity of other common
measures of constraints. We find that firm size and age
are particularly useful predictors of financial constraint
levels”
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Hadlock and Pierce (2010)
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A more systematic approach: Hoberg & Maksimovic (2015)

− 10K for all firms for 1997-2009
− Measure available online

− Search in text for different proxies:
− Directly reporting potential delays in investment

− Intent to issue equity 

− Intent to issue debt 
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A more systematic approach: Hoberg & Maksimovic (2015)

− Search in text for different proxies:
− Directly reporting potential delays in investment

− Delay list 1 : delay* OR abandon OR eliminate OR curtail OR (scale back) 

OR postpone* 

− Delay list 2: construction OR expansion OR acquisition* OR restructuring 

OR project* OR research OR development OR exploration OR product* 

OR expenditure* OR manufactur* OR entry OR renovat* OR growth OR 

activities OR (capital improvement*) OR (capital spend*) OR (capital proj*) 

OR (commercial release) OR (business plan) OR (transmitter deployment) 

OR (opening restaurants) 
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A more systematic approach: Hoberg & Maksimovic (2015)

− Search in text for different proxies:
− Intent to issue equity 

− Equity-focused list: issuing equity securities OR expects equity securities 

OR through equity financing OR sources equity financing OR seek equity 

investments OR seek equity financings OR access equity markets OR 

raised equity arrangements OR undertake equity offerings OR sell 

common stock OR issuing common stock OR selling common stock OR 

use equity offerings OR offering equity securities OR planned equity 

offering OR seek equity offering OR raise equity offering OR equity 

offering would add OR additional equity offering OR considering equity 

offering OR seek equity financing OR pursue equity offering OR 

consummates equity offering OR raises equity capital OR raise equity 

offering OR sources equity offering. 
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Large variations 
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Now what? 

− Blanchard et al. (1994, JFE): unexpected wins in
corporate lawsuits 13 obs!

− Lamont (1997): oil shocks in conglomerate (more on that
later) 26 firms

− Rauh (2006): mandatory contributions to pension plans
(because of funding deficit) as exogenous shocks  are
you convinced?

− Discussion of the RDD design in Bakke and Whited (2012)

 We can spend more on that if you want to have a
refresher on RDD
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The state-of-the-art cash-flow windfall: actual windfalls!

− RCT
− Gold standard test in clinical research (placebo)

− A must-go in dev. Eco but also increasingly in finance
− Bertrand and Morse (2011, JF) pay-day loans

− Dobbie (ongoing) on bankruptcy 
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Limits 

− Financial costs: very costly and difficult to implement
properly in finance (e.g. with banks)

− Ethical issues

− Threats to internal validity
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Limits 

− Limited Duration

− Experiment Specificity

− Hawthrone and John Henry effects

− General Equilibrium Effects
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Some strong critics

Deaton, Angus. 2010. "Instruments,
Randomization, and Learning about
Development." Journal of Economic
Literature, 48(2): 424-55.

− Actual randomization faces similar
problems as does quasi-
randomization, notwithstanding
rhetoric to the contrary. I argue
that experiments have no special
ability to produce more credible
knowledge than other methods,
and that actual experiments are
frequently subject to practical
problems that undermine any
claims to statistical or epistemic
superiority.
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Estimating return to capital
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Pb? Solution?



Dropping money (!!) in developing villages

− De Mel et al. (2008): randomized grants to generate
shocks to capital stock for a set of Sri Lankan
microenterprises

− Random grants: 10-000 LKR or 20-000 LKR (3 – 6 months of 

median profits

− In-kinds or in-cash

− Given in two –waves of survey and they firms follow for 7 waves
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Specification 
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Waves FE Why? (it is an 
RCT after all)

Firm FE  Should they 
matter?



First Stage: is it ok? 
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Estimating return to capital
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Result 
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Read these coeff? 



Conclusion

− Annual return around 55%-63%  gigantic

Why those firms do not grow?

“Missing middle” and “missing missing middle” debate
(Hsieh and Olken, 2014 Journal of Econ Persp.)
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Working cap 

− Murfin and Njoroge (2014): The Implicit Costs of Trade
Credit Borrowing by Large Firms

− Almeida, Carvalho and Kim (2017) Understanding the
Credit Multiplier: The Working Capital Channel

− Beaumont and Lenoir (2020) Building a Customer Base
under Liquidity Constraints
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Four strategies essentially

− ``Macro’’ variations
− Banking markets reforms

− Micro variations
− From firms:

− Variations from debt contracts

− Collateral values

− From banks:

− Transmission of bank credit supply shock and bla
See labor lecture + ref in Fonseca (2019)
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Macro evidence, an econometric refresher

− Rajan and Zingales (1998)
− Fixed effects

− Jarayatne and Strahan (1999)
− Diff in diff

− Hombert and Matray (2018)
− Triple diff 
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Banking structure affects

− Nature of the relationships between banks and
borrowers

− Arm-length

− Relationships lending

− The nature of information they can share
− soft vs hard (Rajan, 1992)

 Therefore the nature of projects that will be financed
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Innovative entrepreneurs

− Intangible, opaque projects

− New areas of economic activity

− Young firms (no track record)

What type of info do they need to exchange?

What relationship do they need?
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In the 70s – 80s US states deregulated a lot their banking market

− States usually deregulate in 3
steps:

− Allow multibank holding 

companies

− Allow branching by M&A

− Allow de novo branching

− Deregulation index = nb of
deregulation [0 – 3]

− 82 episodes of deregulation
in 39 different states between
1970 and 1994
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Consequences of these deregulations

− U.S intrastate banking deregulation (70s-90s) allowed
banks to expand within state borders. Two
consequences for the banking market:

− More competition hard info ( Petersen-Rajan 94)

− Larger banks organizational layers (Stein 02, Liberti-Mian 

09)

 Both hurt lending relationships
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Remember innovative entrepreneurs

− Intangible, opaque projects

− New areas of economic activity

− Young firms (no track record)

Guess who is gonna suffer?
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Hombert and Matray (2017, RFS)

− Basic (initial) question: Does banking structure shape comparative
advantages?

− Banking structure affects:
− The nature of relationships between banks and borrowers

(relationships vs arm’s lenght)

− The nature of information they can share (soft vs hard)

 Therefore the nature of projects that will be financed

− Our paper: Effect on innovation
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Data

− All patents led in the U.S. (Patent and Trademark Oce),
1968-1998

− Unique innovator id (exclude universities, gov. agencies, 

foreigners)

− State of innovator  we can know the address of the inventors

(HBS database)

− 37 technology classes (“industries")

 often used, but worth knowing
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Identification strategy

− Count number of firms filing at least one patent in
industry j, state s, year t

− Estimate Poisson model:
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Conclusion of my favorite version of the paper: three Main 
Findings

1. Number of innovators decreases
− In cross sectional regressions, the effect is concentrated in 

− … industries dependent on external finance

− … young firms & young industries

− ... Industries dependent on relationships

2. Reallocation of projects within firm away from the most innovative ones
− Average and std. Dev. of number of citations/patent decrease

− Investment in R&D decreases while investment in physical capital increases

3. Macro effect: share of innovative industries in state GDP decreases
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What we added: labor market reallocation

− Inventor data allows to track inventors

− Look at two types of mobility:
− Within state, across small (affected) and large (unaffected) 

firms

− Across states:  do good inventors leave?

− One of the first paper to look at finance and skilled
labor outcome
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Within-state mobility
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Out-of-state mobility
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Methodo 1: can you predict the reform?

Duration model (Weibull). Time to adopt the reform

Almost ok



Effect should be stronger in industries that rely more on 
relationship lending

− Define 3 industry-level proxies of soft information
dependence using the National Survey of Small Business
Firms (1987, 1998)

− (Minus) Average distance from main lender (1987)

− (Minus) Increase in average distance from main lender 

between 1987 and 1998

− Average length of relationship with main lender (1987)

 Can be useful for other papers! (e.g. Landier and Wulf,
2009)
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Almeida et al. (2012)

− Firms that have to refinance their debt during the
financial crisis

− Carvalho, D. (2015). Financing Constraints and the Amplification of 

Aggregate Downturns. Review of Financial Studies, 28(9), 2463–

2501.

− Benmelech, E., Frydman, C., & Papanikolaou, D. (2019). Financial 

frictions and employment during the Great Depression. Journal of 

Financial Economics, 133(3), 541–563.

− Duval, R., Hong, G. H., & Timmer, Y. (2019). Financial Frictions and 

the Great Productivity Slowdown. Review of Financial Studies, 33(2), 

475–503.
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Does collateral matter for lending / capex decisions

− Does collateral matter for lending/CAPEX decisions?

− Underlying theory: imperfect commitment models
− Kyotaki and Moore (1997)

− Hart & Moore (2004)
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Real estate: Gan (2007, RFS), Chaney et al. (2012 AER), 
Cvijanović (2014, RFS) 

− Two steps
− Collateral  lending contracts? 

− Collateral  capex / labor?
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𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖

 Pb? Possible basic corrections?

− Basic test



Chaney et al. (2012): first possible IV

 Problems?
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𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖



Endogeneity concerns

− Across places

− Across firms
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First possible correction: shift-share 1
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𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖 × 𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖

Source of variation (control / treated)?

Endogeneity removed? Remaining problems?



Second possible correction: shift-share 2
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𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑁𝑁𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑖 × 𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖

Source of variation (control / treated)?

Endogeneity removed? Remaining problems?



The “Saiz Instrument”

− Thomas Davidoff (2015) Supply Constraints Are Not Valid
Instrumental Variables for Home Prices Because They Are Correlate
With Many Demand Factors, Working Paper
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Specification
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First-stage
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Why looking 
at quartile? 

T-stat at 6. 
Weak IV?

Additional pb: decision to have buildings not random  what to do about it?



Problem?
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Result 
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Surprise? 

Improve the 
specification? 



Channel? 
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Channel?
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Welfare implications? 

− Adverse selection / limited commitment 
Underinvestment

− Agency cost of free cash flows (Jensen 1986)
Overinvestment
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Review of the cash-flow / investment literature 

− Pure cash flow shock:
− Lamont (1997): 0.12

− Rauh (2006): 0.1 - 0.6 

− Greenwald (2020)

− Boissel and Matray (2020): 0.2        

− Collateral shock: 0.12
− Gan (2007) = 0.12

− Chaney, Sraer, Thesmar (2012) = 0.06
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 Room for more but need to be a bit more “aggregate”



The plan

− Why financial frictions emerge?
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− Cash-flow and working cap
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Is the stock market a side-show?

− Financing channel: cost of capital
− Baker et al., 2003

− Pressure channel (Stein, 1988, 1989)
− Big debate: are private firms less myopic than listed firms?

− Learning: 𝐶𝐶 = ∑𝑖𝑖∞
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

(1+𝑟𝑟)𝑡𝑡
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Is the stock market a side-show?
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− Financing

− Pressure

− Learning



Financing channel

− Assumption: CEOs / CFOs are able to “time the market”
− Baker and Wurgler (2002)

− Baker et al. 2003: “overvaluation”  capex for
constrained firms

− Kahn, Kogan, Serafeim (2012): firms issues SEOs when
MB increase because of mutual fund trading
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Is the stock market a side-show?

88

− Financing

− Pressure

− Learning



Pressure channel 

− CEOs try to manipulate the stock price (cut capex / R&D
to boost short-term earning reduction in future profits)

 Basic critic for why it should not matter?
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Pressure channel: stock price manipulation

− Bhojraj, S., Hribar, P., Picconi, M., and McInnis, J.
(2009). Making Sense of Cents: An Examination of Firms
That Marginally Miss or Beat Analyst Forecasts. Journal
of Finance

− Firms that just "beat" analyst forecast  likely to manipulate

(SR)

− Firms that just "missed" analyst forecast  likely to not care

(LR)
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Pressure channel: stock price manipulation
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Pressure channel: stock price manipulation

− Data
− Analysts’ earning forecasts: IBES 

− Recently used to measure expectation stickiness à la Coibion and 

Gorodnichenko (2012): Bouchaud et al. (2016)

− Other forecasts available

− Can be matched with CRSP and Compustat
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Extra mass
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Short term gain
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Long term loss



Similar result for profitability
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Firms that “beat” forecast 
experienced a drop in ROA



Pressure channel: the private vs listed firm debate

− The classic setting:

𝐼𝐼𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐼𝐼𝑂𝑂𝐼𝐼.𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 × 𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖

− Potential problem?

− First suggested solution: look at ``switcher’’  intuition?
Remaining problem?
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Bank risk-taking and pressure to maximize ST earnings

− Falato, A., & Scharfstein, D. (2016). The Stock Market
and Bank Risk-Taking. NBER Working Paper, (22689).

− Focus on short-term stock prices rather than long-run value 

induces financial institutions to increase the risk they take
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Bank risk-taking and pressure to maximize ST earnings

99

Strange? Alternative explanation?



Debate differences in behaviors listed / private for investment

− Asker, J., Farre-Mensa, J., & Ljungqvist, A. (2015).
Corporate Investment and Stock Market Listing: A
Puzzle? Review of Financial Studies,

VS

− Maskimovic, Phillips and Yang (2018) Do Public Firms
Respond to Industry Opportunities More than Priva
Firms? The Impact of Initial Firm Quality, WP
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Private and public are potentially two very different animals
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Getting there...
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Baseline spe

103

S = sale

Z = operating income

Why Z x Public? Why not just Z alone?
Interpretation of single term Z here?

Why Z and S alone but not Public?
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Interpretation?

 Remaining Problems? Solutions?



Testing reflexes: what to check in this table?
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Debate: MPY 2018
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Unconditionally, public firms 
are bigger and more 
productive than private firms



Comparison with AFL
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Noticeable facts?

Total Emp
Wage 

(in $000) Firm Age Sales/Emp

Growth
(last 3 
years)

Growth 
(next 3 
Years)

Public Unmatched 25703 45 21 10768 0.084 0.011
Public Matched 2479 62 17 2666 -0.104 -0.099
Private Matched 1343 43 17 1553 0.037 -0.008
Private Unmatched 22 29 12 135 0.000 0.000



Probability of Being Public and Subsequent Size
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Top 1% Firms: Public vs. Private
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Initial Size and Subsequent Size
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Initial Size and Subsequent Growth
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Is the stock market a side-show?

113

− Financing

− Pressure

− Learning



Learning

− Managers have imperfect information about growth
opportunities

− Can gather information internally (i.e., within the firm) or
externally (i.e., looking for signals)

− Possible external source: stock prices

− But: stock prices are noisy signals and managers can
have imperfect ability to extract the info from the signal
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Learning 

− Wurgler, J. (2000). Financial markets and the allocation
of capital. Journal of Financial Economics, 58(1-2), 187–
214

− Stock price depends on
− Aggregate shock: “price synchronicity” (Morck et al. 2000)

− Specific info about future CF / demand  marginal Q

 is the stock market able to “channel” resources to more
efficient firms?
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Learning

− For country c, industry i, time t (V=value added):

116

− Does the country increase investment in growing
industries?



Learning
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 Still don’t know why exactly



Learning: stock price informativeness
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Learning: stock price informativeness
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− Remaining problems?



Learning: shock on noise

− Learning: most interested channel as:
− Affect both listed and private firms

− Effect even if:

− Good corporate governance (≠ pressure channel)

− No credit constraints (≠ financing channel)

− Dessaint, Fresard, Foucault, Matray (2018)
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Real effects because

− Managers learn and have imperfect filtering
Signal extraction problem

− Simple model of optimal investment decision with
uncertainty about pay-off
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Optimal investment take the form
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Joint test
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Very close to something we can estimate!
One challenge: empirical proxy for U?



Non fundamental shocks
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Validity of the shock: I
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Validity of the shock: I
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Validity of the shock: II
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Validity of the shock: III
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Two tricks in the paper
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1) Shock on non-fundamental

2) Decompose the stock price finer tests



Decomposition of stock price
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Identify peers:

− Hoberg-Phillips TNIC classification

− +/- wtr to sic / naics
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Specification
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Main Result
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Main Result
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Main Result
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Main result
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Temporary vs permanent shock
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Cross sections
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The ``curse’’ of higher informativeness



Remaining problems

− Firm-time varying specificities

 Solution?
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Lecture: Getting within firm variation
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Reallocation within firm, across divisions
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Basic framework (Bau and Matray 2019) 
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Basic framework (Bau and Matray 2019) 
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Estimating MRPK in the data

− Three methods usually
− Y/K 

− Levinsohn and Petrin (2003)

− Ackerberg, Caves, and Frazer (2015)

− Revenue Cobb Douglas production function

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝛽𝛽𝑗𝑗

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝐾𝐾 =
𝜕𝜕𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

= 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
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A word of caution

− Wedge ≠ ``misallocation’’ / inefficiencies

− Sources of wedges
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The two approaches to measure misallocation

− Strength

− Limits

146

The ``indirect’’ approach 



The two approaches to measure misallocation

− Strength

− Some recent examples:
− Khandelwal, A. K., Schott, P. K., & Wei, S. J. (2013). Trade liberalization 

and embedded institutional reform: Evidence from Chinese exporters. 

American Economic Review, 103(6), 2169–2195. 

− Bau N. and A. Matray (2019) ''Misallocation and Capital Market 

Integration: Evidence From India'', CEPR Working Paper
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The ``direct’’ approach 



Example of the direct approach 

− Bau N. and A. Matray (2019) ''Misallocation and Capital
Market Integration: Evidence From India'', CEPR Working
Paper
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Why Capital Liberalization?

− Imperfect capital markets: very likely candidate source
of capital misallocation, particularly in developing
countries

− Political capture with state-owned banks

− Domestic regulation

“Banks are considered to be very high cost and inefficiently
run... Enabling [Indian banks] to allocate credit to the most
productive users, rather than by government allocation,
would make a considerable contribution to the Indian
economy’s growth potential.”

Anne Krueger, then deputy managing director 
of the IMF



Why Capital Liberalization?

− Role of foreign capital is ex-ante ambiguous

− Setting: staggered liberalization across industries 
lower misallocation



Firm-level Data: Prowess Data Set

− 66,654 large and medium-sized firm-year

− 70% of India’s economic activity and 75% of corporate
tax revenues

− Focus on 1995-2015
− Post major reform period episode

− Coverage of database stabilizes



Empirical Strategy: Distributional Effect

 Improvement on the specification?



Heterogeneity by Pre-treatment MRPK (Y/K Calculation)



Yearly Response to Treatment: No Pre-Trend



Yearly Response to Treatment: No Pre-Trend



Aggregate effect: potato potahto ?

− A word of caution

− “Aggregation” ≠ “aggregation”

− Aggregation = counterfactual Sraer and Thesmar (2020)

− Aggregation = overall effect of the actual reform  us



Aggregate Effect of the Policy: The Plan

1. Reduced-form estimates: causal relative changes in firms’
wedges, purged from cross-sectional measurement errors

− But: How to estimate aggregate effect of the policy?

2. Build an aggregator
− First order approximation of aggregate effect of wedges on the Solow 

residual (Baqaee and Farhi, 2019)

 Bound aggregate effect of policy under relatively minimal assumptions

− Method to leverage D-in-D to get a lower bound (+6.5%)
− More stable than cross-sectional variation in measured wedges (10 to 

over 100%)



First order approximation effect of policy (Baqaee and Farhi, 2019)

 Many parameters observables in the data!



First order approximation effect of policy (Baqaee and Farhi, 2019)



First order approximation effect of policy (Baqaee and Farhi, 2019)



First order approximation effect of policy (Baqaee and Farhi, 2019)



Getting the lower bound 



Getting the wedges



Aggregation

− Just put everything back in the aggregator!



The plan

− Why financial frictions emerge?

− The different sources of funding
− Cash-flow and working cap

− Debt

− The special role of equity

− Is investment special: customer base and labor
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Customer base acquisition 

− Theory:
− Chevalier and Scharfstein (1996), Arkolakis (2010)

− Role of demand factors in shaping
− Firms’ size distribution (Hottman, Redding and Weinstein, 2016; 

Bernard, Moxnesand Saito, 2019)

− Life-cycle growth (Moreira, 2016; Fitzgerald,Haller and Yedid-Levi, 

2016; Atkin, Khandelwal and Osman, 2017; Sedláček and Sterk, 

2017; Eslava and Haltiwanger, 2019)

− Clean test of effect of financial constraints:
− Beaumont and Lenoir (2019) Building a Customer Base under 

Liquidity Constraints, Working Paper
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Labor (see the labor lecture)

− Fonseca and Van Doornik (2019) "Financial
Development, Labor Markets, and Aggregate
Productivity: Evidence from Brazil”, WP

− Bilan, Barbos and Celerier (2019) "Capital Inflows, Credit
Growth and Skill (Mis)allocation", WP
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